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1.0 Overview
1.1 The aim of this background paper is to assess whether there is any
requirement for the Plan for the Borough of Wellingborough (the Plan) to
consider the inclusion of specific policy regarding village boundaries. This
paper will provide an overview of what village boundaries are and review
existing criteria and existing boundaries in the borough.
1.2 This will be done through:




An assessment of national and local policy guidance
An analysis of the current criteria for drawing village boundaries
An update of boundaries for each village by reviewing existing boundaries and
applying any new criteria suggested

2.0

Background

2.1

Village boundaries are a well utilised planning tool for guiding, controlling and
identifying limits to development for an individual village, mainly to prevent the
unregulated encroachment of development into the countryside.

2.2

A village boundary is a line that is drawn on a plan around a village, which
generally reflects its built form and character. However, the village boundary
does not necessarily have to cover the full extent of the village, nor be limited
to its built form. Village boundaries also need not be contiguous, and can be
defined by two or more separate elements.

2.3

Historically the council has favoured the use of village boundaries. The term
‘village policy lines’ were defined in the 1999 Local Plan and were proposed to
be updated in the Wellingborough Site Specific Proposals Development Plan
Document (SSP DPD), relating closely to the main built up areas. The
terminology was altered at that time to village boundaries and for the
remainder of this paper this term will be used.

2.4

If they are to be used, it is important that village boundaries are based on
clear, consistently applied, and easily understandable criteria, criteria that will
be reviewed in this document.

2.5

The advantages and disadvantages of village boundaries to each individual or
community are likely to differ, however, table 1 below shows a selection of
pros and cons that may be pertinent to villages in Wellingborough.

Table 1:
Advantages
With a ‘line’ being plotted on a plan it is
easy to identify the ‘settlement’ from
‘open countryside’.
It ensures a more plan-led approach to
future development as well as a coordinated and consistent approach for

Disadvantages
Can increase land values within the village
boundary.
The use of settlement boundaries has led
to criticism that they result in cramming
within the village resulting in a potential
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refusing planning applications which are reduction in the landscape quality and
unacceptable in planning terms.
character - unless other policies are in
place.
Locally, village boundaries are an
The character of properties and the village
understood and accepted planning tool could be altered if development is allowed
for guiding and controlling
within the properties gardens.
developments.
Protects the countryside from
Village boundaries can be crude and
unnecessary development whilst
inflexible.
allowing development of small sites
which cannot be identified as
allocations.
It provides a level of certainty for
Development can still be allowed outside
landowners and developers
of the boundaries in particular
circumstances, for example to meet local
needs or for agricultural uses
3.0

National and Local Policy

3.1

There is no requirement to identify village boundaries from either the NPPF or
the emerging Joint Core Strategy (JCS); however draft JCS Policy 11 refers to
development ‘within villages’ or ‘adjoining villages’. Policy 11 enables small
scale infill development on suitable sites within villages, where this would not
materially harm the character of the settlement and residential amenity or
exceed the capacity of local infrastructure and services. The policy then goes
on to state that local plans or neighbourhood plans may designate sites
adjoining villages to help meet local needs. Policy 13 also refers to situations
where development may be permitted on the edge of settlements. The JCS in
the accompanying text says that in order to clarify the application of these
policies Part 2 Local Plans and/or Neighbourhood Plans may define village
boundaries or more detailed village boundary criteria.

4.0

Review of Village Boundary Criteria

4.1

Defining village boundaries is a widely used planning tool by many local
authorities. If the council decides to draw village boundaries then a set of
criteria needs to be established in order to ensure clarity and consistency.

4.2

In 2010 criteria for defining village boundaries was identified by the council at
the preferred options stage of the SSP DPD. The table below shows the
criteria used for the review.

Table 2:
Criteria identified in the SSP DPD for defining village boundaries
A

B
C

Existing employment uses or leisure uses on the edge of villages which are
obviously detached from, or peripheral to, the main built up area will be
excluded
Caravan sites and Rural Exceptions Sites will be excluded
Free standing, individual or groups of dwellings, nearby farm buildings or other
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D
E
F
G

4.3

structures which are obviously detached from, or peripheral to, the main built
up area will be excluded
Public open spaces and undeveloped areas of land on the edge of villages will
be excluded
The curtilages of dwellings will be included unless the land has the capacity to
extend the built form of the village
Areas of land with planning permission at 1 April 2014 which adjoin the built up
area will be included
Proposed allocations will be included

Consultation was undertaken on the criteria at the preferred options stage of
the SSP DPD and feedback was received, these comments have been
reviewed in the table below and have been used to formulate an updated
version of the criteria that is clearer and more concise.

Table 3:
Summary of comments on Preferred
Option 3 relating to criteria only (number
of respondents making point in brackets)
Agree with criteria suggested (7)
Criteria set out in Preferred Option 3 would
provide strict limitations as to the limits for
development. It is important that a flexible
approach is adopted in applying these
criterions when defining the village
boundaries. (2)
Village boundaries should be drawn to reflect
potential development needs, not simply
wrapped around existing development. (2)

Criteria D needs clarification (5)
Criteria E needs clarification (3)
Criteria G needs clarification (3)
This covers a great deal of subjects and has
been deliberately made difficult to
understand. (1)
Only physical boundaries are definite and not
manipulatable. (1)
I do not agree with the inclusion of greenfield
sites outside the current boundaries (1)

Response

Noted
Noted, wording will be modified
where necessary, but a flexible
approach has been taken as the
boundaries have been drawn for
policy purposes and development
can take place outside of these lines
if there is an identified need.
Noted. Proposed and site allocations
in the local plan identified for future
development will be included.
Development can take place outside
of these lines if there is an identified
need.
Noted. Wording will be modified
and/or explanatory text included
Noted. Wording will be modified
and/or explanatory text included
Noted. Wording will be modified
and/or explanatory text included
Noted, plain English will be used
throughout
Where possible boundaries will
follow physical features.
Undeveloped areas of land on the
edge of villages will be excluded,
however proposed allocations not yet
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The criteria should also include historical
important landscape. (1)
A thorough landscape assessment should
take place when defining boundaries (1)

There should be no change to the
boundaries set in the 2004 Local Plan (1)

4.4

developed will be included.
Noted
GIS Mapping, Ariel photography, and
site visits will be used to define
boundaries. Conservation appraisals
will also be taken into account where
relevant.
It is necessary to review boundaries
as changes to settlements may have
occurred over time and to bring the
boundaries up to date.

On reviewing the above comments and current village boundary best practise,
including other local authority’s methods, amendments have been made and
the following criteria are proposed.

Table 4:
Proposed Criteria for Defining Village Boundaries
Boundaries will include:
A. Buildings and curtilages which are contained and visually separate from the
countryside
B. Areas of land with planning permission at 1 April 2014
C. New allocations in the Plan
Boundaries will exclude:
D. Areas of employment and leisure uses that are detached or peripheral to the
village
E. Caravan sites and rural exception sites
F. Individual, groups of dwellings and agricultural buildings that are detached or
peripheral to the village
G. Public open space and undeveloped land that is detached or peripheral to the
village
H. Areas of land that protect key vistas
I. Large gardens which are visually open and relate to the open countryside,
whose development would harm the form and character of the village
4.5

Village boundaries are used as a policy tool reflecting the area where a set of
plan policies are to be applied. The village boundary does not necessarily
have to cover the full extent of the village, nor be limited to its built form. In
general, there is a presumption in favour of development within the settlement
boundary.

4.6

However, it should be noted that any land which has been included within the
boundary line does not have a guarantee of approval of planning permission,
as there will be other planning policies which will need to be adhered to.

4.7

Any land and buildings outside of the boundary line are usually considered to
be countryside where development would be regulated with stricter planning
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policies. This means that development may take place outside of the
boundary but only where there are special circumstances.
4.8

Village boundaries relate closely to the main built up areas. They also take
into account the character and form of the village and, wherever possible, are
drawn to maintain a sense of countryside through the protection of important
views.

4.9

Normally, village boundaries follow existing boundaries such as buildings or
curtilages. However, in order to conserve the character and to limit
unreasonable expansion of the built area, boundaries can exclude large
gardens. This may mean that occasionally the boundaries do not relate fully to
physical features.

4.10 Peripheral playing fields and other forms of open space have also been
excluded along with individual or groups of dwellings and agricultural buildings
that are significantly more rural in character and relate to the open
countryside.
4.11 Caravan parks and ‘rural exception sites’ have been excluded as they provide
a cheaper form of housing which could potentially be at risk of being replaced
if included within the village boundaries.
4.12 Land with existing planning permission as at April 2014 has been included.
Sites allocated for development in the plan to allow for the scale of rural
growth set out in the JCS will also be included. These sites have not been
identified yet, so the draft boundaries may be subject to amendment to reflect
this once sites are identified through the Plan.
4.13 Village boundaries need not be contiguous as it may be appropriate, given the
form and nature of a settlement, to define two or more separate elements.
5.0

Applying the Criteria to Villages within Wellingborough

5.1

The JCS identifies all of the settlements within the borough as villages, apart
from Wellingborough town. The Plan will include a section which considers
whether any further local interpretation of the settlement hierarchy is
necessary.

5.2

The villages of Earls Barton, Irchester, Lt Irchester, Knuston and Wollaston
have begun the Neighbourhood Planning process and as part of this process
will define their own village boundaries. If these villages request that the policy
team undertakes this work on their behalf as part of the Plan or if they fail at
examination or referendum then boundaries can again be identified within the
Plan.

5.3

The small settlements of Sywell Old Village, Easton Maudit, Strixton, and
Hardwick have not had village boundaries identified for them in the past. The
draft JCS states that settlements of a dispersed form, may be designated as
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open countryside, outside of the formal settlement hierarchy. It further
clarifies that Part 2 Local Plans may identify villages that have a sensitive
character or conservation interest, in which new development will be strictly
managed. If the Plan identifies such settlements then they would not have
village boundaries identified. Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, the
villages listed in table 5 have village boundaries defined - this can be
amended depending on the results of the settlement hierarchy review if
necessary.

Table 5:
Village Boundaries
 Bozeat
 Ecton
 Finedon
 Gt Doddington
 Gt Harrowden
 Grendon
 Isham
 Lt Harrowden
 Mears Ashby
 Orlingbury
 Sywell
 Wilby

6.0

Review of Existing Mapped Village Boundaries

6.1

Village boundaries have been reviewed firstly by undertaking a desk top
review of the current boundaries. This has been done by applying the criteria
in Table 4. Amendments have been made that are necessary to bring the
boundaries in line with the updated criteria. This step used aerial photography
and GIS maps. Draft amendments were then mapped and recorded.

6.2

Site visits were made to assess boundaries, where a judgement on the
character and form of the village was necessary, and to assess the protection
of views that maintain a sense of countryside. Further amendments may be
recorded and mapped as consultation on this document progresses.

6.3

Once any allocated sites have been agreed the boundaries will need to be
amended to reflect this in accordance with criterion C.

6.4

Parish councils have been informally consulted on the updated boundaries
and their views have been taken into account, resulting in some further
amendments to the boundaries. The responses received from the parish
councils can be found in Appendix A.
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BOZEAT
No
on
map

2

Changes from
Adopted Village
Policy Line
(VPL)
5&7 Fullwell
Road
Manor Close

3

Dychurch Lane

No
on
map
4

Specific
exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

East of Allens
Hill
Pit Field Close

Exclusion of allotments and isolated
buildings
Exclusion of rural exception site

F

1

5

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Amendments to follow OS boundary

A

New development built since the
adoption of the local plan. New boundary
follows property boundary
Changes to follow OS boundary and
included new planning permissions
boundaries. Area of open space and
agricultural land has been excluded
following site visit.

A

A, C, F and G

E

8

9

Ecton

No
on
map
1

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Land to the
North of Ecton
House

G

2

Old Estate
Office, the
Courtyard and
Ecton Hall

Removed as is an undeveloped area of
land. Possibly curtilage of the adjoining
property. Could extend the built form if
included
Include Old Estate Office and the
Courtyard and Immediate Curtilage. Ecton
Hall used to be protected by outdated
Village Hall Policy, it is now included but
curtilage excluded due to substantialness
and therefore could extend the built form.

No
on
map
3

Specific
exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Land to the east
of High Street
The Laurels

Allotments on edge of the village
excluded
Caravan site on the edge of the village
excluded

F

4

I

E

10

11

Finedon

No
on
map
1

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Kenmuir Road

A

2

Bell Hill

3
4

Church Hill
3 to 12
Mackworth Drive
1 & 2 Mackworth
Drive

Amendment to follow OS boundaries and
include gardens
Amendment to follow OS boundaries and
include gardens of 22 to 24 Bell Hill
Amendment to follow OS boundaries
Amendments follow OS boundaries to
include built development.
Inclusion of built development. Exclusion
of gardens due to its substantial size and
relationship with open countryside
Amendments to follow OS boundaries to
include built development following
planning permission
Amendment to follow OS boundaries and
include gardens
Excluded unless allocating for housing (to
be considered later in the plan making
process)

5

6

7
8

No
on
map
9

10

11

12

Land between 20
Mackworth Drive
and Gate House
Tainty Close / St
Mary’s Avenue
Townside Farm

A
A
A
A and I

A and B

A
G and C

Specific
exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Allotments near
Irthlingborough
Road
Sports ground and
associated
buildings
Wellingborough
Road Allotments

Allotments on edge of the village should
be excluded as more relatable to open
countryside
Exclude leisure uses on the edge of
villages which are peripheral

G

Allotments on edge of the village should
be excluded as more relatable to open
countryside
Land is more relatable to open
countryside and would be inappropriate
for development

G

Land adjacent to
14 Harrowden
Lane

D

G

12

13

Great Doddington

No
on
map
1
2

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Rear of 17 & 21
Hardwater Road
The Rookery

Amended to follow property boundary

A

Removed from boundary as does not accord with
criteria. Site is not part of the built up area of the
village but is undeveloped and well treed
Inclusion of new residential property
Amended to follow curtilage of property

G

3
4

1 Top Farm Lane
25 Hardwater
Road

No
on
map
5

Specific exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Farm building detached from main built up area

F

6

The Farm, Earls
Barton Road
2 Hardwater Road

Land is more relatable to open countryside and
would be inappropriate for development
Manor Farm
Farm buildings and leisure uses on the peripheral
agricultural building to the built area will be excluded
and Football Club
12 – 32 High Street Exclusion of curtilage as significantly large
gardens relate closely to the open countryside
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8

A
A

I
F and D

I

14

2

15

Great Harrowden

No
on
map
1

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

1 Orlingbury Road

I

2

11 Orlingbury
Road

3

6 Orlingbury Road

4

Slips Barn

Move boundary tighter to buildings and exclude
large garden to prevent growth towards north of
Wellingborough
Move boundary tighter to buildings and exclude
large garden to prevent growth towards north of
Wellingborough
Move boundary tighter to buildings to prevent
growth towards north of Wellingborough
Converted to residential dwellings – should now
be included in village boundary

No
on
map
5

Specific exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Wellingborough
Golf Club
Dwellings on
Kettering Road

Excluded as is a leisure use peripheral to the
main built up area
These dwellings are obviously detached from the
built up area

D

6

I

I
A

F

16

17

Grendon

No
on
map
1
2
3
4

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

12-20 Church Way
4a-10 Church Way
53-59 Main Road
54 Main Road

A
A
A
B

5
6

7

48-50 Main Road
12 Chequers Lane
and Stamford
House
6-9 The Knoll

Amendments to align with OS boundaries
Amendments to align with OS boundaries
Amendments to align with OS boundaries
Amendments to account for planning application
for conversion of outbuildings to dwellings
Amendments to align with OS boundaries
Amended to include residential properties within
village boundaries

A and I
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47-49 Easton Way

9

Chequers Lane

10

Hill Farm

Curtilages of properties included as visually
attached to village. Gardens excluded as
significantly large and could extend the built form
Gardens excluded as would be inappropriate for
development due to relationship with open
countryside
After a site visit it was concluded that Hollylodge
and 23-29 Chequers Lane are included in
boundary as are visually connected with views
into and out of the village. Curtilage of 29
excluded to stop extension of built form. 33 and
34 excluded as visually separate from village and
more rural in character.
Hill Farm include as is a residential dwelling
however barn excluded as is an agricultural
building.

A
A

I

A, F and I

A and F

18

19

Isham

No
on
map
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

No
on
map
8

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

The Brambles and
Allerton House
Farm Workers
Bungalow 6 Green
Lane
Land opposite 6
Wellingborough
Road
10 Wellingborough
Road
Manor Farm
House
Rear 7 Kettering
Road
27 Church Street

Amendment to exclude significantly large gardens I
Amendment to include residential dwelling

A

Amendments to follow residential curtilage

A

Amendments to align with OS boundaries

A

Amendment to exclude substantially large garden
curtilage
Amendments to align with OS boundaries

I

Amendments to align with OS boundaries

A

Specific exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

13 – 11 Kettering
Road

Exclusion of substantially large garden curtilage

I

A

20

21

Little Harrowden

No
on
map
1

Representations received to the SSP DPD

Decision

Rep received requesting land adjacent to 149 Main Street be
considered for inclusion to be developed as a working farm. The area
will not be included within the village boundary at this time as it is a
significantly large area of undeveloped land that is peripheral to the
village whose development would be for agricultural purposes (part of
the land is also used as allotments) and therefore should remain
excluded in accordance with criteria G and F.

Excluded

No
on
map
2

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

11-15
Wellingborough Rd
45-49 Orlingbury
Rd
5 Pear Tree Farm
103 Main Street

Amendments to align with OS boundaries

A

Amendments to align with OS boundaries

A

Amendments to align with OS boundaries
Amendments to follow built form and exclude
significantly large garden
Amendments to include new dwellings
Amendments to include land with planning
permission for new dwelling
Amendments to include land with planning
permission for new dwelling
Exclusion of large garden curtilage as has the
capacity to extend built form of the village.

A
A and I

Specific exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Rookery View

Exclusion of rural exception site

E

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

No
on
map
10

29 Craves Lane
Land Adjacent to
149 Main Street
Land rear of 3
Chapel Lane
Craves Lane

B
B
B
I

22

23

Mears Ashby

No
on
map
1
2

3
4

5

6

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Duchess End
Open space /
paddocks around
Wilby Road and
Lady Lane
8 – 12 North Street

Exclude agricultural building and open space
Exclude from village boundary, as is open space
on edge of village that is rural in character

F and G
F and G

Inclusion of curtilage to follow OS boundaries and
take account of planning application
Amendments to align with OS boundaries as little
potential to over extend built form

A

46- 52
Wellingborough
Road
Mears Ashby Hall
and Pump Building

Rose Hill house

A

Inclusion of dwellings as no longer protected by
A and I
Village Hall Policy, however curtilage excluded as
related to open countryside and could extend built
form of village harming its character
Exclude significantly large garden related to open I
countryside

24

25

Orlingbury

No
on
map
1

Representations received to the SSP DPD

No
on
map
2

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

18 Harrowden Rd
to 19 Norlinton Cl
31-43 Norlinton
Close
14-30 Pytchley Rd
28 rectory Lane

Amendments to align with OS boundaries and
little potential to over extend built form
Amendments to align with OS boundaries

A

Amendments to align with OS boundaries
Amendments to align with OS boundaries and
exclude field

A
A and G

Specific exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Orlingbury Hall and
2 Rectory Lane

Excluded due to being peripheral, with
significantly large garden curtilage that could
extend the built form of the village.

F and I

3
4
5

No
on
map
6

Decision

Rep received requesting land a 36 Rectory Lane to be included within
Not included
boundary. This land is undeveloped land that is peripheral to the village at this stage
that relates to the open countryside. This land will not currently be
included in accordance with criteria A, F and I. However, this land will
also be addressed as part of the housing needs assessment for the
borough and if it is identified that there is a local need it could result in
its inclusion.

A

26

3

5
4

2

27

Sywell

No
on
map
1

Representations received to the SSP DPD

No
on
map
2

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Woodford Chase

A and B

3

39 to 41 Ecton
Lane

4

55A and 55 Ecton
Lane

5

128 to 139 Ecton
Lane

Amendments to account for new development
and follow OS boundary
Inclusion of dwellings as they front the street and
are therefore visually separate from the
countryside
Inclusion of dwellings as they front the street and
are therefore visually separate from the
countryside
Inclusion of dwellings as they front the street and
are therefore visually separate from the
countryside

No on
map
6
7

Decision

Rep received requesting inclusion of garden curtilage at 59 Overstone
Not included
Road. Having reassessed the site, it is consider that the garden is
at this stage
substantially large and it would not be consistent to include the garden
curtilage of this property when other substantially large gardens of
properties along Overstone Road and Ecton Lane have been excluded.

Specific exclusions Reason
End of Stonelea
Road
Overstone Road

8

The Old Rectory,
51 Church Lane

9

Ecton Lane

10

79 Ecton Road

Excluded as is a rural exception site
Exclusion of garden curtilage along Overstone
Road to ensure development is single depth
and does not extend built form or harm
character
Exclusion of dwelling as is visually separate
from the village and is peripheral in nature (also
exclusion of tennis court)
Exclusion of garden curtilage along left side of
Ecton Lane to ensure development is single
depth and does not extend built form or harm
character
Exclusion of dwelling as is visually separate
and detached/ peripheral to the village and has
substantially large garden

A

A

A

Relevant
Criteria
E
I

F (and D)

I

F and I

28

29

Wilby

No
on
map
1
2
3

No
on
map
4
5

Changes from
Adopted VPL

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

33 Mears Ashby
Road
130 Main Road
Doddington Road

Include property curtilage and garden

A

Amendments to include new development
Amendments to align with OS boundaries

B
A

Specific exclusions

Reason

Relevant
Criteria

Wilby Park Mobile
Home Park
Spiney Lane

Caravan sites are excluded

E

Garden curtilages excluded as could cause
growth towards Wellingborough

I

30

31

APPENDIX A
Representations received from parish councils on draft village boundaries
Rep
No.

Full Name

Organisation
Details

1

Mrs A
Mclaven
Clerk to
Isham
Parish
Council

Isham Parish
Council

Representation

Draft Officer Response

We note there is still potential for further changes as this
is a work in progress and whilst we understand you
would wish to consult at various times we do not wish to
do interim sign-offs without understanding the overall
possible resulting implications.

The reason for the review of village boundaries is
that they were defined some time ago and need
to be updated. This cannot be done at the
completion of the local plan review.

We can understand the wish to move boundaries to a
positive on the ground location, but feel the original
position was set for some reason which may have been
for a similar reason at that time for those that are
proposed to be moved now and to some extent this feels
like tinkering for the sake of it. Also we are not
convinced that some of the boundary positions are quite
where you indicate they may be or your complete
rationale in the reasons for their relocation.

If the parish do not want to participate this is not
the only opportunity, and they can comment at
the same time as the general public in early
2015.
The council considers that, if village boundaries
are agreed to be reviewed in principle, the
proposed boundaries in Isham make the
boundary more logical. As a result it is unlikely
that the boundaries will stay the same.

In summary we would wish to leave the boundaries
where they are until completion of the review.
2

In general we are in agreement with the proposal with
the following exceptions:

Mr Jim
Morton

Sywell Parish
Council

The parish council have made detailed
comments which relate to a separate plan which
has three areas of concern contained within it.
These are identified as A, B and C.

Item A on the enclosed plan.
The parish council is likely to be split on whether the
green line should be extended further south to pick up
Item A
the existing annexe and garage. We would like to defer a
final decision until the next Parish Council meeting on the The aerial photograph shows the bungalow
6th Jan.
annex more clearly than the ordnance survey
plan. There are advantages and disadvantages
Item B on the enclosed plan.
of including an annexed property within the
32

Rep
No.

Full Name

Organisation
Details

Representation

Draft Officer Response

We see little logic in including this area.

village boundary. It would make it easier for the
property to become a separate dwelling if
Item C on the enclosed plan.
included within the boundary. If the terms of the
We feel that changing the current line in this area will
planning permission were to keep this property
increase the risk of backland development and we would as ancillary to the main house, then keeping the
prefer to keep the present line.
property outside of the village boundary would
control this more easily. However, if it is no
I hope that is some assistance. I note that there will still
longer required to be separate, bringing the
be time for us to confirm any other changes shortly after property inside the boundary would regularise
our next Parish Council meeting.
the situation. Officers will discuss this issue
separately with the parish council.
To note: Sywell Parish Council will consider this issue
further at their next meeting on 6 January. As a result
Item B
these comments represent an interim position which may
change.
The logic for inclusion of all properties to the east
of Ecton Lane was to include existing properties
consistently, but excluding fields. There would
need to be a reason why this property should be
excluded from being within the village boundary
in comparison with other properties along the
lane.
Item C
This comment is noted, and it is acknowledged
that increasing the amount of garden in this
location to bring it within the village boundary
could pose a risk if access to these properties
could be resolved.
Since this is not the final position of the Sywell
parish council meeting, officers will contact the
parish separately to finalise their position and
33

Rep
No.

Full Name

Organisation
Details

Representation

Draft Officer Response
consider the issues following their parish council
meeting in January.

3

4

Emma
Baker
Clerk to
Finedon
Parish
Council

Linda Ross
Clerk to
Mears
Ashby
Parish
Council

The Parish Council had one comment regarding the
changes, which is that they do not wish to include land
that is outside the current boundary with planning
Finedon
permission, but where the development has not been
Parish Council
started. These comments have also been supported by
the two Borough Councillors.

This comment would necessitate an amendment
to criterion B. At this stage it is suggested that
consultation continue with the proposed criteria
and that these be reviewed following the
consultation responses.

At Mears Ashby Parish Council’s meeting last week, the
proposed village boundary was discussed. And after
Mears Ashby
discussion it was agreed by all the Councillors to
Parish Council
approve the revised boundary.

These comments are noted and welcomed.

5

6

Mrs Julie
Friell
Clerk to
Hardwick
Parish
Council

The Chairman of the Parish Meeting Mr Ebbe Dinesen
considers that the village boundaries seem to be of less
Hardwick
importance for a conservation village, hence it is not the
Parish Council intention to get the Council involved drawing up an
official village boundary for Hardwick.

Nikki Daft
Clerk to
Irchester

With reference to the village boundary for Irchester the
Irchester
parish council are in the process of producing a
Parish Council
Neighbourhood plan and are also waiting for the

It is true that a conservation area designation
provides additional protection. The role of the
village will be considered separately as part of
the consultation on the settlement hierarchy. It is
possible that some categories of village may be
treated as if they are open countryside and will
not therefore need a village boundary.
The council considers that village boundaries
should be considered consistently based on
agreed criteria.
These comments are noted and welcomed. The
council considers that as the village is
undertaking its neighbourhood plan, that it is
34
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outcome of a planning appeal on the outskirts of the
village therefore are unable to advise on the boundary.
They do however believe that all parishes should have
boundaries.

7

Nikki Daft
Clerk to
Little
Harrowden
Parish
Council

8

Carol
Mundy
Clerk to
Great
Doddington
Parish
Council

The councillors would like to keep the red boundary line
Little
please.
Harrowden
Parish Council

The parish council are happy with the information within
the document which relates to Great Doddington but
have asked that in the adopted VPL section whether land
adjacent to 53 Earls Barton Road which was proposed
as environmentally important open space detailed in a
background report for the Site Specific DPD in August
2010 should also be included.

Draft Officer Response
appropriate for them to define their own village
boundary. This is in accordance with the criteria.

Whilst these comments are noted, a review of
the village boundary is considered necessary
due to the length of time since the last review.
Making the boundary more logical would protect
the village from inappropriate development.
Much of the proposed alteration to the boundary
proposes small alternations which ‘tidy up’
inaccuracies and areas of ambiguity. In other
areas, the proposed boundary is actually more
restrictive, in that it pulls the previous boundary
in on larger gardens which would otherwise be
exposed to backland development. Other
alterations follow field/property boundaries.
The response to the village boundary changes
are noted and welcomed.

The three pieces of land referred to (land
adjacent 53 Earls Barton Road, Primary School
Great
playing field, and allotment land at the Ridge)
Doddington
have not been included within the village
Parish Council
boundary as they do not meet the criteria
We are aware that a speculative planning application
identified in the background paper. They were
may be submitted for development on this land which the not included in the VPL of the Site Specific DPD
parish council would strongly oppose.
but were identified separately as areas of
environmental important open space (EIOS) and
The parish council also wondered if the playing field
important amenity areas (IAA). The council are
35
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adjacent to the school off High Street should be excluded undertaking a review of EIOS and IAA. This
along with the allotment land along The Ridge, neither of review will take into account all previous
which should be considered for development.
designations and therefore will give specific
consideration to the sites referred to.
9

Deborah
Rush
Clerk to the
Parish
Council

The Parish Council reviewed the document you
Grendon
forwarded to us and cannot see any problems with the
Parish Council proposed amendments.

10
Stephen
Borrett
Chair
Wilby Parish
Wilby Parish Council
Council

11

Shirley
Wong
Clerk
Ecton
Parish
Council

These comments are noted and welcomed.

We thank you for this early opportunity to comment and These comments are noted and welcomed.
can confirm that the Council voted unanimously to
endorse the position set out n pages 34/35 within the
Issues & Options Background Paper: Village Boundaries
paper dated October 2014.
Specifically, we believe the village should have
boundaries. We are entirely satisfied with the
assessment criteria used and also with the draft
boundaries as now proposed.
These comments are noted and welcomed.

Ecton Parish
Council

Ecton Parish Council are happy to accept the proposals
as laid out in the draft village boundaries documentation.
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